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Abstract: Freight Urban Robotic Vehicle (FURBOT) is an autonomous vehicle designed to transport
last mile freight to designated urban stations. It is a slow vehicle designed to tackle urban environment
with complete autonomy. A slow vehicle may have slightly different strategies for avoiding obstacles.
Unlike on a highway, it has to deal with pedestrians, traffic lights and slower vehicles while
maintaining smoothness in its drive. To tackle obstacle avoidance for this vehicle, sensor feedback
based strategies have been formulated for smooth drive and obstacle avoidance. A full mathematical
model for the vehicle is formulated and simulated in MATLAB environment. The mathematical
model uses velocity control for obstacle avoidance without steering control. The obstacle avoidance
is attained through velocity control and strategies are formulated with velocity profiling. Innovative
techniques are formulated in creating the simulated sensory feed-backs of the environment. Using
these feed-backs, correct velocity profiling is autonomously created for giving velocity profile input
to the velocity controller. Proximity measurements are assumed to be available for the vehicle in its
given range of drive. Novelty is attained by manipulating velocity profile without prior knowledge
of the environment. Four different type of obstacles are modeled for simulated environment of the
vehicle. These obstacles are randomly placed in the path of the vehicle and autonomous velocity
profiling is verified in simulated environment. The simulated results obtained show satisfactory
velocity profiling for controller input. The current technique helps to tune the existing controller and
in designing of a better velocity controller for the autonomous vehicle and bridges the gap between
sensor feed-back and controller input. Moreover, accurate input profiling creates less strain on the
system and brings smoothness in drive for an overall safer environment.

Keywords: velocity profiling; sensor feedback; autonomous drive; obstacle avoidance; hurdle
detection; FURBOT

1. Introduction

Work on autonomous vehicle and specially for obstacle avoidance is being studied in depth in
recent times due to high demand of autonomous vehicles. Within literature, obstacle avoidance for
autonomous vehicles mainly fall in the category of path planning and steering control [1–8]. Very few
of the articles have mentioned obstacle avoidance taking into account the velocity adjustment to the
obstacle [2,4,9]. Steering control for hurdle avoidance is a good technique specially for relatively high
speed vehicles or for the vehicles which require to avoid obstacles on highway [1,3,6] but for slow
moving vehicles, where there is usually only one designated lane, this approach is not viable.
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From the research on autonomous vehicle it is clear that the controller choice for autonomous
vehicles is model predictive controller or MPC [2,3,5–11]. This is because MPC has the ability to
anticipate future events and can take control actions accordingly, unlike PID controllers which do
not have this predictive ability. Many researchers used MPC for obstacle avoidance with steering
control [2,3,5–8], however there is an exception in reference [4] where MPC is used to not only avoid
obstacles through steering control, but also for control velocity of the vehicle in case of unexpected
maneuver of the vehicle ahead. Although MPC is famous choice for many for control of autonomous
vehicles [10]; many other types of control algorithms are also used for velocity and steering control.
Among them sliding mode controller [12] and fuzzy logic controller [13,14] are highlighted. Similarly
other control theories are also used for autonomous vehicles depending on choice and situation of user.

The outlook of the past decade in autonomous vehicles given in [10] also shows that it is difficult
to seamlessly integrate motion prediction with vehicle control. Not only that, MPC has reported issues
with steering control [10]. So the use of PID for our vehicle seems as a good enough option only if we
can predict our motion computationally without the help of MPC. The study on autonomous vehicles
in the last decade also shows that there has been very little work done on unexpected hurdles or
tackling of usual urban obstacles, e.g., traffic lights.

Much of the autonomy of autonomous vehicles revolves around cruise control [1,3,15]. This is
very essential for vehicles driving at high speed or at highway. Reference [6] used additional
constraints for high-speed vehicles in the sense of toppling of the vehicle. The relatively less
constrained autonomous vehicles, are not only dangerous for themselves, but are also dangerous
for the environment. Another interesting work which is done recently is to maintain center-line i.e.,
center-line control [3,9,15]. This is another very key aspect for autonomous driving specially in cruise
control. Lane discipline is one of the primary requirements for autonomous vehicles. Experimental
obstacle avoidance is rarely found in literature for a full autonomous ground vehicle (AGV) however,
in [16] obstacle avoidance with experimental results was achieved with AGV using steering control.

Freight Urban Robotic vehicle is an autonomous vehicle which is required to operate autonomously
in urban environment for last mile freight delivery. It has to achieve this goal for the European H2020
project SHOW (SHared automation Operating models for Worldwide adoption) in 2021 in Trikala/Greece.
In the demonstration, it needs to operate in bicycle lane with no lane change option available. Figure 1
shows the demonstration area for FURBOT in Trikala for SHOW project. This work is an attempt to
achieve the goals of automation of FURBOT set by project SHOW. The velocity controller for FURBOT
requires true classification of velocity profile in order for correct automation. Since the vehicle is required
to perform in urban environment at low speeds, it is imperative that it will encounter hurdles within its
path. Thus, the need for obstacle avoidance is generated.

(a) Demonstration area first angle (b) Demonstration area second angle

Figure 1. Demonstration area for Freight Urban Robotic Vehicle (FURBOT) in Trikala/Greece (Source
street view, google maps [17]).
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Very few articles solve the issue of obstacle avoidance in urban setting. Reference [8] is one of the
few studies which conducted obstacle avoidance in urban setting. However, only vehicle avoidance
was observed. Other obstacles which vehicles may encounter were not observed in this study.

For slow moving vehicles, obstacle avoidance is usually limited to autonomous parking
problem [18,19]. This is the usual setting where vehicle speeds are slow and speed control is also
necessary in addition to steering control. However, this problem is very limited in path driven of the
vehicle yet it has positive practical applications in autonomous drive. Using mathematical models for
trajectory generation is also noted work in autonomous vehicles [11,16] yet is one of the initial steps
for autonomous driving modules.

INRIA team RITS (Robotics and Intelligent Transportation Systems) have been working on
autonomous vehicles for more than 15 years and is working on similar type of slow vehicles for
obstacle avoidance. They have published on pedestrian detection [20,21] and pedestrian avoidance [22].
The approach used for pedestrian hurdle avoidance is the same which is used in this research i.e.,
slowing down of vehicle until the hurdle goes away from the path thus avoiding the hurdle. Their
research is also a benchmark for this research. Velocity profiling for obstacle avoidance or navigation
adjustment due to obstacles is still a novel concept and is being under study. Apart from INRIA’s work
in [22] for pedestrian obstacle avoidance; another use of velocity profiling for cruise control behind
a slow moving object is shown in [23]. Velocity profiling is not just essential for avoiding obstacles,
but it is also necessary to ensure smooth drive and drive comfort [24].

Our problem revolves around FURBOT which has to tackle obstacles and adjust itself while
maintaining its lane. The best option to do so is not through steering control due to lane limitation,
but through velocity control. Moreover, it has to tackle other type of hurdles within its path except
moving vehicles e.g., traffic lights. Little work is found in literature where traffic signal is treated as an
obstacle for autonomous vehicles. The usual work found on traffic lights is usually on its recognition
system [25]. Obstacle avoidance for a slow moving autonomous ground vehicle which has its dedicated
lane is not found in literature. Thus the need of our work is generated. This is emphasized for the
vehicles which has to navigate in dense environment to be prepared for all types of obstacles, whether
it is a slow vehicle, traffic signal or human obstruction; the vehicle in such urban environment needs
to be able to adjust according to all such obstacles. In Addition to above, FURBOT has to manage
obstacle avoidance by adjusting its speed as it has to operate in single lane. Thus, autonomous velocity
profiling is very essential for its drive. Keeping lane restriction in mind and goal of avoiding obstacles,
the best option is to cater with autonomous velocity profiling. This need sets the tone for technical
requirement for our work that is carried out in this research.

2. Lateral and Longitudinal Equation of Motion

A summarized mathematical model that is used is presented using Newton-Euler equations of
motion for forces along x-axis, y-axis and moment along z-axis and are given by Equations (1)–(3).

v̇x =
∑ Fx

Mv
=

Ft + Fd + Fg + Fr

Mv
(1)

v̇y =
1

Mvvx
(−a1Ca f + a2Car)r −

1
Mvvx

(Ca f + Car)vy +
1

Mv
Ca f δ − rvx (2)

ṙ =
1

Izvx
(−a2

1Ca f − a2
2Car)r −

1
Izvx

(a1Ca f − a2Car)vy +
1
Iz

a1Ca f δ (3)

In above equations; Mv is mass of vehicle, Ft is the traction force, Fd is drag, Fg is gravitational
and Fr is the rolling friction force acting on the vehicle. Similarly, Iz is moment of inertia of vehicle
and Ca f /Car are the cornering stiffness of front/rear wheels respectively. δ is the steering angle and
a1/a2 are the distances of the rear/front wheels from the CG of the vehicle. The detailed mathematical
custom made model for FURBOT is previously published in [26]. This model is used as a platform for
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modelling the obstacles in the same MATLAB/SimuLink environment and implementing the obstacle
avoidance techniques presented in this research.

3. Obstacles Characteristics and Modelling

Obstacle characterization is very vital for autonomous control of the vehicle. Four obstacles
of different nature are studied and modelled for velocity profiling for FURBOT. The mathematical
modelling and approach to the obstacles for simulation are discussed in their respective section below.
The four different nature of obstacles modelled are

• Traffic signal
• Human/Stationary object
• Speed breaker
• Slow vehicle interaction

3.1. Traffic Signal

Creating the mathematical signal for identification of traffic signal and the color change posed
three main hurdles; Signalling out current color of the light, approaching yellow light after green or
red light and finally approach velocity to the light wrt current traffic light color. For signalling out the
current color of the traffic light, each color detection is equated with a numeric value termed as tl ; 0 for
green, 1 for yellow and 2 for red. With the help of three pulse generators, a desired output for traffic
signal was generated. The signal attributes chosen were 60 s for red, 10 s for yellow and 40 s for green.
The numeric signal out for the traffic light is shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2. Traffic signal output.

An unfamiliar problem arose while modelling the vehicle velocity profile when approaching
traffic light. The issue was how to approach yellow light when it is turning from red to yellow or from
green to yellow. The idea is to stop before the signal in case light is turning yellow after green and
to keep driving if it is turning from red to yellow or switch to cruise if the car is stopped at signal.
An intuitive approach is used to tackle this issue; since numeric values were assigned to colors of
signal, a derivative coupled with rate limiter of traffic light numeric value wrt time could define
whether the signal is turning red or turning green after yellow signal. Using this ideology, an intuitive
conditional equation for reference velocity Vre fsig

as given by Equation (4) is formulated.
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Vre fsig
=

{
vre fred

, if d
dt tlr + tl − 1 ≥ 0

vre fgreen , if d
dt tlr + tl − 1 < 0

: tlr =


Rt∆t + tl(i − 1), if d

dt tlr ≥ Rt

tl , if Rt >
d
dt tlr > −Rt

−Rt∆t + tl(i − 1), if − Rt ≥ d
dt tlr

(4)

where Rt is the rate limiter valued at 0.05 and vre fred
/ vre fgreen are the reference velocities for red and

green light respectively. Using this equation, we can stop the vehicle if the value is greater than 0 or
keep cruising if it is less than 0 keeping in view the yellow traffic light signal condition. Figure 3 shows
vehicle approach to the signal. The start of the signal corresponds to the signal capturing by sensors of
the traffic light. Figure 3a reflects the sensor output of the traffic light detection whereas Figure 3b outs
the conditional derivative value of the signal sensor.

(a) Traffic light sensor feedback (b) Sensor feedback derivative

Figure 3. Traffic light sensor and derivative feedback.

The reference velocity profiling for traffic signal is kept as to steadily decrease the velocity of
vehicle to zero on approach to the traffic light. This is achieved by considering current velocity of
vehicle and distance to the light as given in Equation (5) where Vre fsig

is reference velocity due to
traffic light, dobs is remaining distance to the obstacle, dband is stop criteria for vehicle, dinit is initial
detection of the obstacle and Vre f is desired reference velocity of the vehicle i.e., 20 km/h in our case.
An example velocity profile using this formula is thus shown in Figure 4. The criteria for stopping the
vehicle is to stop 2 m before the traffic light i.e., dband. The same formula is used for velocity profiling in
other obstacles as well except speed bump where simple switch between the velocity profiles is used.

Vre fsig
=

dobs − dband
dinit

× Vre f (5)
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Figure 4. Traffic signal output.

3.2. Human/Stationary Object

Unlike in airborne vehicles, road vehicles can encounter sudden unknown obstacles e.g., humans
or animals. These types of obstacles require sudden and immediate braking or if the object is farther
away from the vehicle, a quick decrease in the overall velocity of the vehicle. This need is further
explained in reference [22]. This aspect of driving phenomenon is taken into consideration in order to
model such obstacles for better controlling the vehicle.

The stationary object/obstacle/human detection was randomly placed between 2∼20 m ahead
of the vehicle. The duration of the object in the navigation path was randomly fixed between 2∼30 s.
If the object moved away before the arrival of the vehicle, the vehicle continues with its reference
velocity otherwise it adjusts its velocity to be zero 2 m ahead of the obstacle. This helps in gradually
decreasing the velocity of the vehicle in case the object is away from the vehicle or to apply sharp and
sudden brakes if it is in the vicinity of the obstacle. The reference velocity profile adjustment for a
single such obstacle detection is shown in Figure 5.

Figure 5. Velocity profiling for stationary object.
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From observing the Figure 5 we see how the velocity is gradually adjusted to keep the object safe
and to avoid a collision. During a single 5 km patch of simulation, five stationary objects with random
times in-front of the vehicle are simulated. The placement of such hurdles was random in the 5 km
patch. Additionally, the timing in-front of the vehicle of the obstacles and their distance immediate to
the vehicle was also random between the limits mentioned above.

Figure 6. Vehicle distance to obstacle.

Figure 6 shows the detected object in-front of the vehicle. It is noted that the condition for stopping
2 m before the obstacle was not always met. In the last hurdle, the distance reduced to 1 m which
was due to the fact that the car was on a slope to the approach. However, in all the cases, the vehicle
stopped before colliding with the stationary hurdle. The approach velocity and the time of the obstacle
in-front of the vehicle are is plotted in Figure 7.

(a) Time in-front of the vehicle (b) Reference velocity adjustment

Figure 7. Stationary obstacle collision avoidance.

3.3. Speed Breaker

The velocity adjustment in case of speed breaker obstacle was kept simple as the velocity drop
is relatively small and there is no behavioral change in the obstacle. On detection of speed bump,
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the velocity of FURBOT is adjusted to 10 km/h. The overall velocity adjustment on the detection of
speed breaker is shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8. Speed breaker hurdle avoidance.

3.4. Slow Vehicle Interaction

One of the biggest hurdles/obstacles which are faced by driving vehicles is the encounter of slow
vehicles and thus adjusting the velocity of the vehicle to that of the slow vehicle in-front. For this
purpose, a slow vehicle is modelled in the path of the vehicle which comes randomly in its 5 km
journey. The number of slow vehicles, their velocity profiles and any additional behaviors could be
adjusted in the simulation. However, to test the controller, there is set to be a single slow vehicle
which has a continuous velocity profile of 10 km/h. A random signal is generated for simulation
purposes which shows that the vehicle has now moved away from the path of the vehicle. This signal
is randomly generated between 5∼60 s of encountering the vehicle. After the slow vehicle signal
disappears, the vehicle continues with it’s default reference velocity profile.

Figure 9 shows the overall interaction of FURBOT with the slow vehicle. The velocity profile
of the vehicle is gradually adjusted with time as to minimize the distance between the two vehicles
and for not applying sudden brakes. The reference velocity adjustment takes the same approach of
decreasing velocity gradually with the distance to the obstacle as was similar with the other obstacles.
In Figure 9 the blue line represents the current position of the slow vehicle wrt time, the dotted red
line shows the reference velocity of the FURBOT and the orange line shows the distance to the vehicle.
The detection of slow vehicle is set to be 20 m away. We can see that the reference velocity starts to
gradually decrease at 20 m markup and attains the velocity of the vehicle 2 m before it, thus avoiding
the collision. As soon as the signal of the vehicle moving away from the path of the vehicle is received,
the vehicle reference velocity is restored to its original value.
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Figure 9. Slow vehicle hurdle avoidance.

4. Simulation Platform and Results

All the obstacles mentioned were modelled and simulated in a single run for a 5 km drive
with varying road elevation profile chosen arbitrarily from an expected logistic path of the vehicle.
The logistic path and the elevation profile chosen are available in reference [26]. The obstacles present
in the simulation are given in Table 1. Furthermore, the whole obstacle avoidance technique is further
explained in the flowchart in Figure 10. One additional condition from flowchart information is also
placed which is given in Equation (6) in case of multiple obstacle detection.

Vre f = min(Vre fped
, Vre fsig

, Vre fcar , Vre fbump
) (6)

where Vre fped
is the reference velocity generated due to pedestrian, Vre fcar is reference velocity from

moving car obstacle and Vre fbump
is reference velocity from speed bump obstacle. The above condition

is additionally placed in case multiple obstacles are detected in the presence of each other.

Figure 10. Flowchart of obstacle avoidance algorithm.
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Table 1. Type of obstacles present in simulated drive.

Obstacle Number of Time In-Front Distance In-Front
Type Obstacles of Vehicle (s) of Vehicle (m)

Traffic light 1 Dependent on light From 20
Stationary/Human 5 2∼30 2∼20

Speed Breaker 1 NA From 20
Slow vehicle 1 5∼60 From 20

In case two or more obstacles are encountered simultaneously within the path of the vehicle;
the vehicle adjusts its reference velocity in accordance with Equation (6). Figure 11 is shown as an
example where two obstacles i.e., moving car and stationary person coincides during the passage of
vehicle. The vehicle first adjust its reference velocity wrt slow vehicle but when human obstacle is
detected, the reference velocity is automatically adjusted to the lower reference velocity.

Figure 11. Reference velocity of the vehicle.

Two separate controllers are designed for velocity control of the vehicle; one for braking force and
one for the traction force. This type of cascade controller is chosen deliberately as the requirements of
acceleration and brakes are different for the vehicle. Additionally, when braking is applied, traction
power is automatically shut down as in conventional vehicles. The idea of a low-level speed controller
is taken from the idea introduced in Cycab [22] where the speed is regulated as a function of vehicle
current speed and the target speed. The sampling time for the simulation is chosen as 1 ms and the
reference velocity is updated at every sampling period. The controller for the vehicle had to be altered
to adjust for obstacle avoidance. For braking control a PI controller was chosen whereas for traction
force a PD controller was chosen. The traction force controller had an additional error amplification
factor to adjust for power control. The overall controller configuration is given in Table 2.

Table 2. Velocity controllers.

Controller Type

Controller Values

Error Proportional Integral Derivative
Amplification Gain Gain Gain

Traction power control 500 20 0 1
Braking power control 1 550 6 0
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The mathematical model for the vehicle was previously developed and behavior checked and
verified in [26]. The reference velocity for the vehicle was set at 20 km/h unless the need to adjust
reference to obstacles was required. The minimum reference velocity received either from the obstacles
or in general is the final reference velocity of the vehicle in accordance with Equation (6). Figure 12
shows the reference velocity for the vehicle in the presence of aforementioned obstacles.

Figure 12. Reference velocity of the vehicle.

The braking control is only activated when there is positive difference between actual and
reference velocities as shown in Figure 13. Moreover, the actual velocity of the vehicle and distance
travelled by the vehicle are given in Figure 14. The bumps in the velocity profile when compared
to reference velocity are due to the fact that there is a gradient profile of the road and the vehicle
velocity changes due to weight shift of the vehicle. The simulation results displayed satisfactory
acknowledgement of hurdles by the algorithm and the controller took correct preventive measures to
avoid collision or adjusting to traffic light/speed breaker.

Figure 13. Braking force wrt velocity difference.
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(a) Ground velocity of FURBOT (b) Distance travelled

Figure 14. Stationary obstacle collision avoidance.

5. Conclusions

Obstacle avoidance for lane-restricted slow vehicles is studied and results are shared. Velocity
profiling was formulated in this research and implemented in the simulated environment for the project
FURBOT. The correct velocity profiling successfully helped in controlling the vehicle and avoiding the
obstacles and collisions. The approach in itself is novel as it creates less strain on the controller with
multiple inputs. All four hurdles are successfully modelled and avoided in random fashion within the
course of drive for the vehicle FURBOT in the simulated environment. Additionally, this research will
further help the autonomy of autonomous vehicles while they are commuting in a semi autonomous
environment i.e., where manual and autonomous vehicles drive together. True velocity profiling in
urban environment can also take away another driver based decision for manual cars. Furthermore,
with this technique being implemented, we are one step closer to driving our autonomous vehicle
FURBOT in urban environment setting for project SHOW.
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